
BOLLA SFIORO
190  With automatic 
water recirculation system
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technical
data  sheet

The  bath must be installed  by a  quali-
 electrician  and plumber.

Before  connecting the bath, the installe r
must see  that the electrical  system  is
protected by a circuit breaker   (0.03)
and that the earthing system complies
with the laws  in force  in the country of
installation.

The  whirlpool bath must be connected
to the electrical  system  permanentl y
(with an H05  cable  - 3x2.5  mm    three-
pole with a  2.5  mm    cross  section)  by
means  of a double-pole switch (mini-
mum 3 mm opening between contacts )
and suitably  rated (KW)  for the appli-
ance  to be connected,  located  awa y
from areas  0,1,2,3  and from area s
where jets of water are possible.
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The  bath must also  be connected  to the
building’s  equipotential ea rthing syste m
by means  of a terminal  on the frame.
If the bath is  to be recessed  in walls,
the guarantee  will only be valid if the
walls  are  tted with inspection  and aera -
tion grids of a suitable size.
It is  also  important that the bath can  be
taken  out at any  time without having to
do anything to the walls.

WARNIN G : if all or even part of the
above  described  conditions  are  not
complied with the safety  of the whirl-
pool bath cannot be guaranteed  and,
as  such,  not only is  the guarantee  in-
validated  but also  the manufacturer  ca n
in no way be held liable for any  direct
or indirect damages  caused  by the bath.

In those  cases  where  such  conditions
are  not complied with, the guarantee
will only cover the substitution of parts
deemed  defective  and not the labour
needed if the bath has to be removed.

The  overall  dimensions
are  given in centimetres.
Actual  dimensions  can
vary  by ± 1 cm.

If the bath is  recessed  the masonry  cannot reenter  more than 1 cm with respect  to the external  edge of the bath.
An inspection panel and air intake must be installed.

        Airpool
Volt         A              kW         Hz  Whirl  Air         max                   diamet.     

          

SYSTEMS Electrical   Water  cont                   Siz                                  Packing  dimension  Weight
 width      lenght         width   height                net           gros

Edition: 15/02/2019GRUPPO GEROMIN S.r.l. reserves the right to make changes to the product at any time without giving any notice.

Provide shut-off cocks out of the 
dimensions of the product for hot and 
cold water closing.
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LEGEND:

 - Power outlet
      H05 3x2,5mm  (minimum. length. 3 [m]).

  BOLLA 190
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      Equalization cable.
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 - Mixed water outlet controlled by a mixer.A - A1
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B = Blower. 
C = Eletronic unit.
D = Keyboard.

Position can be different A-B-C-E-F
according with accessories presence
 ( chromoterapy ) .D

A = Pump.
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E = Heater.

 - Area that should be
       left for inspection .

 - CONDITIONS FOR PANNELED TUB.

- PREPARE FOR TUB BUILT-IN.

F = Water input da 1/2’’.

 -  Position of the outlets in the wall
      of the pit, haven’t to be over the 
      frame height up to 15cm. 
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 - Safety secondary drain.Z1

Airpool

Please note that.
Attacks A1-B1-S1-Z1 have
to be considered when bath 
is built. 

 Ø4

A1

S1

Notes:
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 - Flush-to-floor drain Ø 50 or wall drain Ø 50.S - S1

B1

Z1

 
     If tub is built-in, please

        provide a secondary drain
        for any eventual water leaks. 

G = Service area.
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Electricity and plumbing layout

POSITIONING THE TURNING ON CONTROLS AND TAPS

NOTES:
Do not prepare the power cable for
baths with frame.

Prepare the equipotential cable in all
cases.

BAR

Operating pressure:
- MIN 150 kPa (1,5 bar)
- MAX 300 kPa (3,0 bar)
Hot water temperature:
- MAX 60°C (140°F)

If the water pressure is higher than
indicated, install pressure reducers.
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  BOLLA 190                           PREPARATION FOR BUIL - IN TUB

PANELS MOUNTING
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